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Last weekend, the 2012 game exhibition of the United States PAX East officially kicked off. The
major game manufacturers gathered together with their excellent game products which include the
Neverwinter Nights being developed by Cryptic under the control of Perfect World. The reporters of
foreign media tested this game in Neverwinter Nights booth. Next, we will have a better
understanding of this online game which is the adaptation of old stand-alone game from his
perspective.

The background of Neverwinter Nights takes place about a century later after its stand-alone series,
and then great changes have taken place within and outside the winter city, for it has gone through
the baptism of several large disasters. The journey of the game started in the center of Neverwinter
(here is a relatively common meeting place in the game). From this location, the players began to
explore step by step. At the same time, the players try to rebuild the city, restoring its former glory.
The style and art design of game aims to evoke the feeling of players which they have experienced
in the original game. However, at the same time, each region will give the player a unique feeling.
For example, in the demo, there is a region which is full of the orcs, and the other areas are filled
with biological element. The region they live appears different from other places, but the way these
biological elements move is different from their behavior.

Cryptic adds independent content system for the palyers in the online edition of the Neverwinter
Nights. The system from the deep level is closely integrated with the entire game. Junior players of
different forms of autonomy create content, such as the designed eccentric Town, games,
events,and so on.

The occupation system of the online version of Neverwinter Nights is also very unique. Compared
with other online games, the careers in the game has its own characteristics . To take the shaman
and the thieves as an example, in the online version of Neverwinter Nights, we called disposable
sorcerer and sneak thieves or the names which matchess the occupational characteristics. The
skills of diaposable shaman is entirely different from other types of shamans.

As for the skills, players can only use several skills in the process of fighting at the same time. The
player's attack process is divided into two times. the time is very short on the CD length. When you
want to release your skills, you need to have a unique action points of the game. The player also
has a practical skill, such as quick dodge, shield block, flash, etc.

In order to allow players to have a better understanding of these features, the reporter also involved
in the trip of experiencing the game. The reporter manipulated his figures coming to an underground
city full of undead. The occupation of this figure is dominated shaman which has high attack skills
and the skills of the ice-based control skills. The entire copy is very interesting.The reporter
constantly projectile skills, dodge, jump, flash, fighting with the monster of the copy. After a series of
fights , the reporter finally saw the final Boss. Boss is not very challenging. His grades are similar to
that of the reporter , but around it there is a gang of followers. After some tense, hard battle, the
reporters finally kill the BOSS.

At the show, the person in charge of the Games indicated that they would begin beta testing during
the year. The online version of Neverwinter Nights is a game worth expecting. we hope that this
online game can enter the market as soon as possible.
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